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Catastrophic flooding at an industrial site

• Fuel storage depot

• Flood waters caused damage to infrastructure 
including fuel storage

• Spilled fuel ignited by unknown source

• Running pool fire killed between 200 and 500 
people and caused significant environmental 
damage

Source: New York Times Archives 1994

www.nytimes.com



Source: Business Insider India website



A vision for the future

• UK plc more resilient to flooding

• Partnership working to ensure local impacts and 
options considered to achieve goals

• Guidance jointly developed with industry 
experience and knowledge.



Developing a Strategic Topic

• Is guidance available to ensure all operators can improve resilience to 
flooding and prevent major accidents?

• Do we understand the impacts from flooding at all at risk sites

– MAH’s

– potential impacts to people and the environment

– common mode failure

• How do we ensure that all at risk sites have appropriately prepared to 
prevent major accidents from flooding?



Flood preparedness Good Practice

• v2 published June 2015
– Updated following East Coast surge

• Outlines good practice for 
identifying risk and risk reduction 
measures (technical, emergency 
preparedness, SMS etc).

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/preparing-for-
flooding-a-guide-for-regulated-sites and 
http://www.floodlinescotland.org.uk/media/4141/regulated_sites_g
uide.pdf

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/preparing-for-flooding-a-guide-for-regulated-sites
http://www.floodlinescotland.org.uk/media/4141/regulated_sites_guide.pdf


Wider Guidance and Best Practice

• Commissioned by COMAH Strategic 
Forum as part of the Strategic Topic

• Prepared by the Chemicals and 
Downstream Oil Industry Forum 
(CDOIF), flood preparedness working 
group

• Signposts guidance and best practice 
to support improvements in flood 
preparedness



• Safety Alert 012 – Coastal Flooding

• http://www.p-s-f2.org.uk/?p=537

UK Learning Winter 2016/17

http://www.p-s-f2.org.uk/?p=537


Arkema Inc. Chemical Plant Fire

Source: US CSB website

www.uscsb.gov



Arkema Inc. Chemical Plant Fire

Source: US CSB website

www.uscsb.gov



Arkema Inc. Chemical Plant Fire:
US CSB Investigation

companies within areas that are susceptible to extreme 
weather including flooding:

• should perform an analysis to determine susceptibility 
to potential extreme natural events– such as flooding

• should evaluate the potential risk of extreme weather 
events and the adequacy of safeguards when 
analysing process hazards or facility location 

• should strive to apply a sufficiently conservative risk 
management approach when evaluating and 
mitigating the risk from extreme weather events such 
as flooding

• MUST ensure that critical safeguards and equipment 
are not susceptible to failure by a common cause and 
that independent layers of protection are available in 
the event of flooding 

US CSB May 24, 2018



Arkema Flood and Fire

• https://youtu.be/jtWyBMwRt-A

Source: US CSB website

www.uscsb.gov

https://youtu.be/jtWyBMwRt-A


Translating the Important Lessons Learned…

• understanding your site and its surroundings
– topography; drainage & effluent treatment, storage, access routes if flooding occurs

• understanding flood risk at your site and wider
– mechanism(s), levels, velocity, impacts including Major Accident risk

• review flood based risk assessments
– employ LOPA or bow tie if appropriate

– remember common mode/cause failures, and flood defences can fail!



OECD Guiding Principals

• OECD safety continuum

• Amendments to cover natural 
hazards such as flooding

• Importance of leadership in 
preparation and response



Strategic Topic Development:
Ensuring preparedness

• Using the experience of the CDOIF working group including CA leads

• Covering all of the key areas linked to the lessons learned 

• Applies to COMAH establishments that have been assessed as either being 
directly at risk of flooding or where indirect flooding may aggravate the 
response to a major accident on site



• Delivery Guide now published

• Delivery time frame outlined

• Provide assurance that sites are 
prepared

• Ongoing joint working with industry 
to ensure appropriate use of tools 
and sharing best practice 

Strategic Topic Development:
Operational Delivery Guide



Outcomes…

Flood preparedness work will ensure:

• Flood risk is better understood with improved preparedness
• Early alert is key (preparations on a dry day)

• Consistency of approach

• Sharing best practice

• Broader thinking
• Direct effects and indirect effects
• Recovery plans



To conclude

• Looking back to key lessons and examples

– Preparation on a dry day is key!

• Need to ensure defense in depth using multiple protection 
layers

– preventing common cause failure.

• What position represents inherent safety? 

• If you are at risk from the impacts of flooding what 
position would you rather be in?



Questions?


